PX‐Plus
Extraction Powder fortified with Oxygen
Description
PX‐Plus is recommended for use in portable, truck mounted, or
self‐contained equipment. PX‐PLUS powder is 100%
biodegradable, contains complex surfactants and is effective on
both natural and synthetic fibers. Highly concentrated for effective
cleaning in hotels, motels, schools, hospitals, and homes. This
modern, controlled suds formula is designed to act quickly to
break down stubborn dirt, grease and oils. PX‐PLUS Powder also
provides a thorough cleaning combination and prevents
redepositing of particulate which causes discoloration and a break
down in the strength of fibers. Instead of using strong alkaline
booster compounds, PX‐PLUS Powder takes advantage of modified
detergents to boost the cleaning process.

Directions for Use
For general cleaning use approximately 1‐2 scoops (2‐4
ounces) per 3 gallons of hot water. Truck mounted
systems should use 24 ounces per 5 gallon holding tank.
Adjust meter in accordance to desired results. Always
follow manufacturer’s general cleaning guidelines to
retain quality of goods and any warranties.

Carpet Care

Features & Benefits






Breaks down dirt, grease, and oil
Contains modified detergents
Use in portable or truck mount units
100% biodegradable, nontoxic
Fortified with Oxygen Bleach

Specifications
Appearance:
Odor:
PH
Specific Gravity:
Detergency:
Biodegradable:

Off white powder
Orange
9 ‐11
N/A
Excellent
Yes

Dilution
General Cleaning….……..………….. 1:96 (4 ounces / 3 gallons)
Truck Mount….……..…………………..1:27 (24 ounces / 5 gallons)

Safety Cautions
• Keep out of reach of children
• Prior to using this or any cleaning product, make sure employees
read and understand the hazard information found on the product
label and Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS). The label and MSDS
will also provide information on handling precautions, protective
equipment and first aid instructions which might be appropriate
for this product.

Harvard Chemical Research, Inc
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Phone: 404‐761‐0657 Fax: 404‐761‐0709
www.hcronline.com

Available Sizes
Case/ 4x7.5lb : Item # 10308
Pail / 45lb : Item # 10316
Keg / 100lb : Item # 10313

